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Research question

How do (French/Spanish) learners of 
English use pro-forms (it, this, that)?
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Introduction

 Positive transfers in SLA (Ellis 1996) for 
pronouns

 Identifying the forms: functional realisation 
taken into account

 Functional approach with Native and 
Non-native corpora : 

 ► Measure differences in use between NNS 
& NS
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Functional background

 This and that part of referential system. 
Fluctuating referential function: deictics 

 Common functions : pro-forms, determiners, 
adverbials - homonymic this and that

 Micro-systems involving this & that
 pro-forms compete with pronoun it
 Determiners compete with the

 Functional analysis – function form approach 
(Ellis 2005) 
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Semantic background
 Different functions but same deictic-anaphoric value

 Referring to a discourse entity 
 Distinction deictic vs. anaphoric: New or 

already existing (Cornish 1999) 
 Exophoric & endophoric reference (Halliday & 

Hassan 1976)
 Speaker's sphere (Frazer & Joly, 1979)

 This – speaker's sphere
 That – outside the speaker's sphere

 It to simply identify an entity as known (Biber et al. 
1999)
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Tagset background

 Penn Treebank tagset

 No distinctions between pro-forms and other 
uses of it: Empty subj/obj; Anticipatory 
subj/obj; Subject in clefts (Biber et al. 1999)

 No distinction for pro-forms and determiner 
uses of this and that – one tag: DT

 Need for introduction of distinction
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Method (1/3)

 Native corpus: ICE-GB – several categories of 
texts 

● 3 subsets: oral (general), written 
(general), written (student essays)

 Learner corpora
● NOCE (347 871 words and signs) – Spanish 

students –written – argumentative essays 
(Diaz Negrillo 2004)

● Diderot-LONGDALE (94 536 words and 
signs) –24 French students. Longitudinal: 3 
years- Free speech oral expression about 
personal experience (Meunier et al. 2008)
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Method (2/3)

Phase 1: modifying the tagset
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Method (2/3)

1.Retagging of WSJ - introduction of 
determiner/pro-form distinction

2.Training Treetagger (Schmid 1994) on 
finer-grained tagset

3.Re-tagging learner and native corpora with 
the functional distinctions 

• DT just for determiner uses 
• TPRON for pronominal this or that

4.To be continued for other uses of it ...

Phase 1: modifying the tagset
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Method (3/3)

Phase 2: Identifying forms
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Method (3/3)

 Function-form identification
● Queries combine two layers: POS and text
● NITE NXT (occurrence extractions) (Carletta et al. 

2003) 

– ($u utterance)($wt word):$u^$wt & $wt@orth~/
[tT]h(is)/ & $wt@pos="TPRON" ::($w word):
$u^$w

 AntConc (adjacency queries) 

– \b[t|T]his\b\tTPRON\n.*\t(V.*|MD)

Phase 2: Identifying forms
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Results and analysis (1/7)

 Distributional study of the pro-forms and the pronoun it

 Χ² significant difference: 

X-squared = 768.3011, df = 8, p-value < 2.2e-16
 Caveats: sample validity - simple independence tests 

such as χ² not possible due to dependence of the data 
points (Gries, [2009] 2013:168)
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Results and analysis (2/7)

Pro-forms across corpora

 Use of it predominant in NS and NNS – similar with Biber's 
findings (1999: 347)

 Similar uses between NS and NNS

 Positive transfers (Ellis 1994) among learners for the 
pro-form function – equivalent (but not identical) systems in 
L1s

 Strong effect of register + students written essays may 
reflect a reluctance to repeat words
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Results and analysis (3/7)

 Predominance of it → hidden trends for this and that?

 This is underused by learners
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Results and analysis (4/7)

 Predominance of it → hidden trends

 This is underused by all learners

 That largely underused by learners of French L1 as 
opposed to other NNS → substitution strategy? 

Diderot Longdale

Noce

ICE-GB oral

ICE-GB written

ICE-GB written-students

0 50 100 150 200 250

that
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Results and analysis (5/7)

Pro-forms and their syntactic roles of subject

 Predominance of subject role (Precision and recall to be 
determined)

 Is it the same for all forms?
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Results and analysis (6/7)

Pro-forms and their syntactic roles of subject

 Predominance of subject role along with Biber 
(1999:334)

 Is it the same for all forms? 

Diderot Longdale

Noce

ICE-GB oral

ICE-GB written

ICE-GB written-students

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20

subject TH

object TH

 Subject form not dominant for learners of French 
L1
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Results and analysis (7/7)

Pro-forms and their syntactic roles of subject

 Predominance of subject role

 Is it the same for all forms? 
 Subject form not dominant for learners of French L1

 Subject that even less and it overused. So it the 
safe option?

Diderot Longdale

Noce

ICE-GB oral

ICE-GB written

ICE-GB written-students

0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450
subject this subject that
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Example and hypothesis to 
be tested

The past tense  triggers that for learners

“we haven't (er) during (er) twelve hours so for the food it wasn't very great 
and but (er) I want I didn't (er) (er) I wasn't ill so .  that was <begin laughter> 
(er) nice <end laughter> (em) about (er) the traditions (er) it was like in (er) 
every every African culture traditions and it was interesting to know how this 
(er) . how it was and (em) .. there . there w= were (er) cyber cafes so 
<laughs> (er) for Internet that was nice to: . to give news by e-mails to our 
family” DID00066-S001

Hypothesis to be tested

Logistic regression of nested/inter-dependent variables 
• CORPORA: REGISTER(spoken/written)

• L1(French/Spanish)

• THISTHAT(this or that)

• FUNCTIONAL REALISATION(Determiner/Pro-form)

• SYNTACTIC ROLE(Subject/Object)
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Summary & outlook

 Work on PoS tags → functional approach 
with access to:

 Information on facilitation and substitution 
strategies for pro-forms

 Discourse analysis on information packaging 
subjecthood of pro-forms.

 Possible exploration of co-occurrences (that 
with past and this with present)

 Age as variable? In the case of student 
essays: interiorisation of the norm for NS (no 
repetitions and overuse of this)
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PoS tagging of corpora

WSJ Rappel 
%

Précisi
on %

FScor
e %

True 
occurr
ences 
expect
ed

This DT 100 91,04 95,31 61

This 
TPRON

60 100 75 15

That 
DT

75 78,94 76,94 20

That 
TPRON

55 88,23 68,18 27

Longdal
e

Rappel 
%

Précisi
on %

FScor
e %

True 
occurr
ences 
expect
ed

This DT 93, 75 78,94 85,71 16

This 
TPRON

33,33 66,66 44,44 6

That DT 0 0 0 2

That 
TPRON

0 0 0 11
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